
Geographical Skills And Fieldwork 

• Use basic geographical vocabulary to refer to key 

human features, including: city, town, village, factory, 

farm, house, office, port, harbour and shop

• use simple fieldwork and observational skills to study 

the geography of their school and its grounds and 

the key human and physical features of its 

surrounding environment.

• use aerial photographs and plan perspectives to 

recognise landmarks and basic human and physical 

features; devise a simple map; and use and construct

basic symbols in a key

What Should I Already Know?
• That there are seven continents and 5 oceans

• That our continent is called Europe

• That I live in The United Kingdom

• That the part I live in is called Great Britain

• That within Great Britain, I live in England

• That I live in a county called Somerset

• That I live in a town called Wellington

• How to find the Europe and the UK on a globe

Diagrams 
Vocabulary

landmark an object or feature that can

be easily recognised from a 

distance 

map a diagram to show land and 

sea

city a large town

town a built up area with a name

environment the surroundings where you 

or animals live

human features man made constructs

physical features naturally occuring

photographs a real image

aerial an image taken from above

perspective the angle of your view

construct make

symbol a simple diagram of a human 

or physical feature

key explains what the symbols 

mean
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Key Questions
• Where do I live?

• How can I find where I live on a map?

• Do I know how to find human and 

physical features in and around 

Wellington? 

• Can I draw my own map?


